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For nearly forty years the well-known policy of the S~curities and

.Exchange Commission bas been to prohibit the inclusion of projections and
I

•. forecasts in documents filed w1th it. \{hile this policy has ~cver been. .
part of a written rule, the administrative practices.o~ thu staff in

dealing with any data in filings that might be considered a projection
. . 1/has been sufficiently vigorous to make the Commission's position clear.-

In the past two years, however, there have been signs of change.

First heralded by statements by Chairman William Casey and Commissioner James

Needham in late 1971, the movement towarft a new policy has been rapid. The

Commission within the last twelve months has issued proposed rules calling

for cash budget dIsclosure by co~panies making initial public offerings,

held hearings on the brQid subject of forecasts and projections, and issued

a statement of.position indicating that projections will be permitted under
. .. ."s~e c1rc~ta~tes in registration statement filed with the Commission

and that filing in some form generally will be required wllen a projection is

disclosed outside the corporation.. .
In the light of such significant change, it seems appropriate to con-

•aider the reasons behind the Commission's traditional view, .explore the
..

factors which led to change. discuss the policy' as it cur~ently exists- ,.

and speculate in a limited way about the various possib!e directions in

which public corporate forecasting may be headed.

R~asons for C~~nis~ion's Traditional View

Since the p~ollibition on-forecasts has never been a written. one, there

have been no official statements of the reasons for the Co~~ission~

11 The only nor ab Le exc cp t Lons have been in a few specialized cast's
'Involving l1('w1y formed rea lty enr It Lcs
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position in this area. .Among th<:.few statements by Commissioners or staff

that discuss or rationalize the position, the most quoted is an article
,.

by lIarry Heller, formerly Assi~tant Director of the Divisio.n pJ.' Corporation

rinance. In this article, pub1ish~d in 1961, he explained the" f'a"tionale
~. f

behind the traditional position as follows:'

liThe ansv ..er is that the'Secur.i.tiesAct •.•• is interested

exclusively in facts. Conjectures and speculations as to the

future are left by the Act to the investor on the theory that

he is as competent as anyone to predict the future from the

given facts. Since an expert can speak with authority only
•as to subjec;s upon which he has professional knowledge and

since no • : • professional training ha~ ev~r b~en ~now ..to
~ualify anyone as a clairvoyant, attempts by companies to

predict, f~ture earnings on their own on on the authority of. .- .
experts have almost invariubly been held to be mislead-

ing because they suggest to the investor a competence and
!/

authority which .in fact does not exist."

The same insistence On disclosure of "hard" facts only as material facts
".

is included in the report on',disclosure prepared in 1969 under the dircc-

tion of then Commissioner Francis Wheat. '-It cites' the same 'problem of

undue reliance by the unsophisticated investor on such projections filed

unde~ the securities laws.and reviewed by the C~ission. It also notes

that " ••• projections may change rapidly during a given year ~s changes

occur in the' factors on ,~hich they arc'based" and that "l i]nc1usion of
.2/ Ilar rv Heller. "Disclosure Rcqu Lre.acnc s unde-r Fcdcr a l, Securities
ie&ulati~ll,1IThe Bll~inc~~s Lawyer. January 1961. p , 307.
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such changing projections in a prospectus~ which might be used long after
1/it became effective would give rise to significant problems."

An overriding factor in both these statements seems to.be'concern

over the lack of understanding on the part of investors of -the'instability

and uncertainty associated with published' forecast results. The primary

objection has been a perceived lack of objectivity and, in some cases,

the conviction that any prognostication was an act of subjectivity akin

to crystal ball gazing. This was partially rooted in a firm conviction

that the historical cost model was an ~ercise in objectivity. Without

elaborating upon the possible overstatement of this view, it appears that

a more fundamenta~ problem was the lack of guidelines, or standards for

projections that an issuer, financial analyst, or investor could rely on.

Under these c~rcumst3nces, it was virtually inlpossible to determine whether

a forecast was ~easonably based on existing facts or that it had been

prepared with reasonable care. There appeared to be no ba6~s for either

the preparer or the user to dete~ine whether the proje~tion was prepared

in a "good" or "bad" manner in the same way as historical financial

statements were said to be well or poorly prepared.
•Another concern was related to changes of underlying factors ana

, '-

asslUllptionsover time which nullified forecasts. Some believed there was
great danger that the unsophisticated would be misled by.depending on

such forecasts long after the underlying factors had changed. A more
.

fundamental issue was that such project~ons were based on an extrcmely

complcK and wide array of busjness and financial factors and asslUllptions

3/ Francis H. Wheat, Disclosure to Investors A K~Jrprajsal of fcclcral
Adminisl"r:ltivC' Pl~licil'~; lIndl.'r til" '33 and 'J~I ,\cts (Jill' \'!hl'at I~l'port),
Conuncrcc Ch'aring Huu~.c, Lnc,., 1969, pp. 95-6.
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which the reader ~ould not be able.~o adjust for changes over time ~hile

at the same time giving more credence to the published result. Since the
I

~a~sumPtions ~ere determined in subjective manner and since.they were-
.. ..

nQt generally disclosed, the potential for misunderstan~ing of.the results
f

and misleading the investor was felt to be very high. In addition, there

was no professional expertise available to review and report on forecasts

so that the user was left totally to his own devices in appraising them.

Cast upon this sea of uncertainty wa~ the pervasive and even more

disturbing issue of liability. There was anrl is considerable discussion

and still more confusion concerning who would be liable or even if there
.

could be liability_attached to providers of forecasts. For example,

Reller argueu that~
"TO permit the inclusion of estimates of future profits,

'whether maq..e.'byexperts or not, in a prospectus . • • ~ould

enable the company to derive-the benefits of any indu~ing effect..
upon investors such estimates might possess witnou~ subjecting

the company, its experts and the underwriters to liability either
!if

\.

at cornmon law or under the Securit.ies Act."

However, the ~fueat Report concluded that:

,

"La\-lyers,undcrwr Lters and company officials were generally

opposed to the analyst's suggestion [to permit projections of

sales and earnings}. Even if projections ~cre not required but

only pcrmt t t ed , it was ob;;crved that problems of civil liability
would be insurmountable unless projections ~cre expressly granted

~.I

. \

immunity from ••• the [Securities] Act." • 

if llcllcr, cit.

5/ \~lcatt~. cit ..
•
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Current case law indicates that neither extre~e is true. However, case law

has not been particularly comprchcnsiye in its reasoning or in defining

the limits of liability and certainly has provided little help in providing
,

, standards or guidelines for the development of projections •• '"
,.

These varying uncertainties together wit~ concern.~yer tp~ p'ossibility

of misleading investors were the bas~s of.the Commission's long-standing

policy of prohibiting forecasts. in documents filed with it.

Reasons for Change

The decision of the Commission to reconsider its historical position

on forecasts was based on several factors. Perhaps the most significant

of these was an increasing recognition of the relevance of future oriented

data in investmen~decision making. It seemed apparent both from formal

valuation models which defined value in terms of the dis~ountcd present

value of future dividends and earnings and from less formal techniques of

analysis which ~mphasized multiples applied to projections of earnings

per share for one or two years into the future that securi~ies were being

traded primarily on the basis of expectations. While such expectations

could be developed in ~art from the historical financial record of a

corporation, it became. increasingly difficult to justify a position that

specific information about the corporation'~ fu~ure expectations should'-be denied to investors as a matter of policy.

A second factor in the Commission's decision was the increasing use

of bud~ets and forecasts by corporations and evidence of tmproving infor-

mation systems which added a degree of sophistication and reliability to

corporate forecasts. When the initial determination to prohibit forecasts

,
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.was made. the use of corporate budgets was limited and such budgets as were

put together frequently were only an accumulation of numbers by the
,.

accounting department rather than~an integral part of the p!a~~tng and

information system of the firm. Today a whole generation of managers has
• . f • 

grown accustomed to the use of a budget as a major tool of management

control. Building a budget, justifyi~g it to top management an~ directors
. .through a review process, updating it as conditions change and explaining

variations between actual and budgeted results are well-known techniques.

An increasing number of firms employ the services of business economists
.to review the economic firmament and forecast changes in economic forces

affecting the corporation -.-
~lile none of these t~chniques have resulted in forecasts of assured

accuracy, the process of forecasting has been better ciefined and the

reliability level has been increased. Major changes in economic conditions
• .1•• 

still occur ~ith surprising rapidity and-random events which may have a

dramatic and unexpected effect on an indivi~ual firm remain facts.of

economic life. The ~istence of such factors will inev~tably create

situations where major deviations b~tween forecast and actual results

occur. Such circumstances, hpwever, should not be permitted to obscure......
the fact that on the whole greater reliability now exists in forecasts~

and the recognition that forecasts and budgets are well understood manage-

ment tools which can be frequently updated by a modern information system

as conditions change.

A third factor in the Commission's deter~mination to review its policy

arises from a combination of the first two. As investors have increasingly

• 
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looked to the future, they have press'=!dtII.:lo.::lgcment[or forecast data on

.
the reasonable assumption that rnanogc~ent data are likely to be the most

reliable. At the same time, the improvement in management information
•: systems has made companies more,confident in there forecasts~ .An increasing
..

number of managers therefore have been ready to disclo~e there forecasts
f

publicly. Some companies have made these disclosures in a systematic and
,

regular way. More have released forecasts occasion~lly in response to

questions or in meetings before groups of analysts and investors. In the

past two years there has been a dramatic increase in the number of public

forecasts made. Investors and analysts are now accustomed to seeing pub-

lished estimates and there is little evidence that they have been misled

by the uncertainties therein. While standards of forecast preparation

and disclosure have not been formalized, current experience makes their

development a possibility.

The final .factor that led to a re-examination of the Commission's. .
traditional policy was increasing evidence of discriminato;y disclosure

of forecast data by corporate management .. At the same ~ime as many com-
.

panies announced their projections publicly, a number of others communi-

cated their expectations to a select few. Favored analysts might be
•.

advised of current budget data either directly pr by le~ting them know-that their estimates wcr c "in. the ball park." Through a variety of such

devices, many corporations sought to be sure that "market" estimates of

their earnings were not far off the mark ~hilc still not taking any public

position on the projected results. While the overwhelming majority of

such efforts were' done in good' faith, the end result was lack of knowledge

as to what forecasts were those of management as opposed to those of

analysts working independently. In a few cases there was evidence of

~
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,',

selective disclosure to .instituti2nal investors interested in the stock
and unfair use of such insider information,

,.
These various factors cre~ted an environment in which ~~yiew of

the entire area of forecasting see~ed necessary, The review WqS not
. f.

limited to the question of whether forecast~ should be permitted in filings

but necessarily went to the broader ~ssues of the desirability ~f published
forecasts, Hearings were held in November and December 1972 in which

testimony was taken from 53 Witnesses, ~any representing major organiza-
tions.

The Choices Available

As the testi~ony came in and was analyzed and discussed by the Com-

mission scaff) it soon bec~~ ap?arcnt tc~t t~:rc ~a: little support- for

a continuation of past policies in the currer.t e~viror.~cnt. Even those

who felt tha~ dangers of forecasts outweighed potential benefits agreed

that the Commission could not put its head in the sand and ignore the fact'.that a great deal of forecasting was going-on.

If there was a c~nclusion that forecasts were misleading) therefore)

it seemed that some affirmative action would be necessary to reduce the

incidence of public forecasts as well as to continue the historical pro-
'--

hibition in Commission filin&s. This route seemed to have many disad~an-

tages since not only would it deny to investors a kind of data which

appea~ed relevant ~o their decisions but it would also increase the likeli-

hood of bootlegging forecasts on a selective basis.

A second alternative at the other'end of the scale was a policy of

~equiring projcctions of all registrants. This was qpposed by most of

- ~- ---- ~ _ 
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the witnesses at the Co~~ission hearings on a variety of grounds. It was
-suggested that this was too radical a step, even if tempered by allowing

.considerable latitude as to the fprmat of projections presented~ that. it. . .
was unfair to expose all r~gistrants to the potential liabilities associated
• .... • fwith public forecasts; and that it failed to discriminate between regis-

trants in significantly different economic positions.

Between these two extremes, there was a broad range of possible

alternative combining sume requirements with some permissiveness. The

preponderance of expert testimony suggested solutions in thfu middle ground,

largely based on a permissive approach with some constraints, and this is

the solution which the Commission's initial statement of policy adopted.

The Commission's Statements on Forecasts and Projc~tions

To date, the Co~~ission has issued two releases which refer to forc-

casts and budgets. The first to appear was Release 5276, part of the
. " ."Hot Issues" package ~ssued for comment i~ July 1972. This release pro-. .

posed an amendment to registration forms wh£ch would. require. registrants
.

filing for the first time and which had not condu~ted business operations

for at least three years to include in their registration statement "a

budget of anticipated cash expenditures and resources" as part of a plan

of operation for a period of six months to.a year in the fu~ure. If such

a budget was not available, the reason why had to be stated.
.

The proposal

also called for disclosure of assumptions and "appropriate caveats as to

reliability of estir.lates,"an updating o~ budgets in the first two annual

report filings (on Fonn lO-K), and an ~,planation of material variations in

actual expenditures from budgets

•
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While this proposal did require forecu:ts and projections, its main

purpose was not to obtain public earnings forecasts but rather to focus

attention on the liquidity needs dnd resources of new registrants. in

the "Hot Issues" hearings, a number of cases had been pointed out"where
fregistrants initially went public with a ~mall offering that did not

provide sufficient capital for the fi~ to exist for any substantial

period of time. In these cases, the firm planned and required a subse-

quent offering in a short period of time to achieve economic viability.

The proposed disclosure was intended to highlight such situations so

that investors in the initial offering would be aware whether or not an

additional infusion of capital would be needed in the near future.

In comments on -these proposals and in testfmony at the forecast

hearings, the point was ,frequently made that componies in.their earl~

stages of opera~ions were the least likely to have reliable budgets and
._ J•.

questions were raised as to whether such. companies 'Here the appropriate

ones to make formal budget disclosure. A proposed alternative require-
4

ment which called fo~ textual disclosure of expenditure and cash avail-

ability plans was felt by most commentators to be a more practical method

of achieving the Co~ission'~.objectives. No final rules h~ve yet been

adopted resulting from these proposals although the C~tssion has

received and studied many cowments. It seems likely that such rules

will emerge in the near future.

The second release issued by. the .Commission was a much broader statc-

ment of policy in regard to.~orecasts and projections. This was issued

.on February 2 (Securities Act Release 5362). In this release the Commission
set forth its current position and promised subsequent rule pr"posa]s and
otl1~rmemoranda ir.lplcmentingit~ gencr aI approach.

........--.l-- ...... ......--_ ....-, 4,
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The essence of the ~olicy set forth in the release was that the Com-

mission would not require projections but would permit them" in prospectuses

: under controlled conditions. At the same time, any company '":hichiss\.icd. . .....
a.public forecast of any sort ~ould be required to file this for~ast with

f

the Commission on a new form, and to set forth in its annual IO-K report

a statement of the projection ana a c~mparison of forecast with actual
results.

The release, a copy of which is attached to this paper as an appendix,

identified forecasts by management as "infor~mation of significant importance

to investors" and indicated the Connnission's intention to "take the fir~t

steps toward inte~rating projections into the disclosure system" even

though it would not require regi~trants to issue public projections and

would permit firms who oegan public cliseJosure to halt it at their discrc-

tion simply by~~iling a statement of this decision and the reasons therefor.

Steps Were a1so promised to reduce the potential liability exposure created. .
by responsible public forecasts while at the same t~me war~ing abcut.
increased exposure for companies making projections "wtthout reasonable

bases" or those firms wh Lch made selective disclosure of forecasts.

The only mandatory requ~rcmcnt for forecasts is the req~irement for
•. ......a public filing of any projection disclos~d outside the company so that

"the information would be available on an equitable basis to all investors.

While this prelim~nary policy statement did not specify in detail ~hat

would constitute outs hIe disclosure, it did indicate that a statement

confirming the projections of others would represent such disclosure
.

It folIows that the prescntatLon of "baH park" figures. ranges. sales

•
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estimntes and similar items are likely to.constitute public disclosure
when the final rules are drafted.

The Commission's statement also barred for the present; t Lme, any"~
. ....

a:sociation of an outside expert with pr~jections, included in fiLings
with the Commission. • • If • It was felt that the'absence of standards made it

difficult for an expert to offer any meaningful attestation. This decision

did not preclude the use of experts by management in the preparation of

forecasts. The Commission also indicated a willingness to reconsider its

position in this matter if appropriate. standards were developed. This.

should serve as a challenge to the American Institute of CPAs and other

professional bodies.-.
Proposed rules to implement this policy statement are likely to be

published for comment; around mid-year and final ru les are unlikcly to

emerge signifi~antly before the end of 1973.
I.-

The Implications of the Policy Statemens
.

There have been numerous attempts at interpret~tion of the Commis-
.

sion's statement of ~olicy regarding projections. Some observers have

suggested that the policy will make, public forecasting so unattractive

that tileend result will be a'dramatic reduction in the availability of

forecast data. nlCY have read the statement as a backl13ftded.prohibition.

Others have seen the action as merely a first step towa~d mandatory fore-

casts. Neither of these extreme interpretations appear to be supported

by the facts of tilematter
. In its statement the Commf ssLon recognized a reality that does exist:

The fact that public forecasts are a p.:lrtof the reporting environment.

•
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.
The intent was neither to.encourag~ nor discourage public forecasting but

to attempt to resolve a number of unanswered questions about tIleapplica-
. ,.tion of the securities laws to ~rojcctions and to guard against a n~~ber.........

of perceived abuses. In an area that was developing rapidly on its own,
f

the Commission sought to provide both assurances and warnings. It modern-

ized its inforw~l rules pertaining to projections in registration state-

ments but did so in a fashion to avoid situations where investors were

most likely to be misled. The requirements that forecast disclosure in

prospectuses be limited to companies wtth a history of operations and
.

some experience in internal budgeting and that assumptions be disclosed
,

are evidences of ~rudence .in this regard. At the same time, the mandatory
. .

filing requirement associated with any publ~c for~casts was an attempt to

prevent the abuse of discriminatory disclosure and to be certain that

investors had. opportunity to see budget and actual data compared.

On balance, it would seem likely that the Commission's position will
.,

increase somewhat the trend toward more published forecasts. In "an invest-

ment environment where insider information is anathema and where forecasts

are identified as imp~rtant investment information, it seems likely that
•

corporate managements will want to protect themselves against inadvertent-disclosure or misuse of proj~etion data and will therefore prefer a sys-
-tematic program of disclosure, particularly with the statement of the

Commission that a project ion not achieved "...rou l.dnot be considered to be

a misstatement of a material fact"if it were reasonably based in fact,
6/

prepared with reasonable care and carefully reviewed."-

6/ Securities Ael Re.lcasc No-:>276.

,
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As corporations and the Comnlission gqin more experience with public

forecast data, both will be able to evalu~te their experience and see the

directions in which to move. Th~ Commission has promised to ca~eful1y
. ...monitor what it considers to be an.experiment which may lead to ~mproved

teporting.

What of the Future?

, - f

.
It would seem inappropriate to end a paper on forecasts without

indulging in the techni~ue being discussed. even though the code of ethics

of the author's profcssion make it impossible for him to vouch for the

achievability of the forecast.

Nevertheless, and with appropriatc trepidation in the face of con-
I

siderable uncertalllty, the view is here expressed that forecasting will

gradually develop into a routine part of the corporatc external information

system. This .is based on the premisc that business operations represent

a continuum whi~h cannot be segmented into short periods without placing

those periods into a time perspective. A historical perspeotive tells

part of the story but it is only half. Present results~must be examined
, ,
as results of a period midway between thc past and the future. Thcy can

~nly be mcaningfully interprcted in the light of their impact on futurc• •.
expectations, and well prepared"forecasts are an importan~to~l in this

regard.
If the joint efforts of thc accounting profession, thc corporate com-

munity and the Commission can develop standards and reduce thc'uncertainties
.

associated with the decision to publish projections, a potentially important

analytical data basc will be developed for intelligent professional

pnalysis.
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